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Abstract. This article presents a simulator which generates synthetic data for
fraud detection. It models fraudsters and legitimate users.
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Mobile payments become more and more popular and, thus, are very attractive
targets for fraudsters. As new ways to commit crimes and avoid detection appear,
research in the field of fraud is always evolving. Yet, research in fraud detec-
tion is limited as publicly available transactional databases containing frauds and
groundtruth are scarce [1]. The main cause is that stakeholders are very reluc-
tant to disclose information about frauds and their clients. We address this issue
by generating synthetic data of a mobile transaction system. Done in the scope
of the European FP7 project MASSIF, our model is based on the mobile-based
transaction system and its users described by the MASSIF scenario providers in
[2]. We create a tool which can be used by the project contributors and the fraud
detection community. Synthetic data are not commonly used in the field of fraud
detection although there is a lack of test data. To our knowledge, only one method
is used to generate synthetic data for the training and testing of fraud detection
systems [3]. Compared to it, ours enables to highlight specific characteristics of
fraud detection algorithms because it is not necessarily set up with parameters
driven from real data. We model the mobile money transfer platform and the be-
havior of regular users and fraudsters. Regular users behavior is modeled as a set
of habits whereas fraudsters behavior is based on attack patterns. Only superim-
posed frauds were modeled [1]. A first prototype based on multi-agent models
was implemented. We evaluated the model and the data created with the imple-
mented simulator. The period and amount parameters are overfitted. It results in
frequent transactions of higher value but a correct value of the total amount of
money spent during the simulation. The outcome is encouraging and sets a refer-
ence in this field.
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